
now you are virtue  
 
o I got  
the virtue that you got 
O I got the virtue that you got . . . 
 
this money moan-e it is now I think 
thee is  
 
but I don't actually wanna 
start if we go back in time 
 
I don't want to . . . "ignite" 
 
does it all tie in ? is the virtue the same as the vulture to correct 
one must imply 
 
 . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   people look at eachother so uncharitably but you would think 
 
 
   given the circumstances or you would think 
   there were something next to nothing 
   that absent you would think 
   furthermore you wish there was the same thing, 
   hence without hindrance here pointing out the fact that  
    there is in fact hindrance 
   
   what is the word that we give them then? sustained I believe 
   at best other things the brick and mortar of same/sale 
   absent other things same 
   what is the best we give them legos, not to be too  
    brutal and you want roses made out of them 
   waterlogged search   me too  
   
    recognize that why don't you said breakers 
  . . .  
 
 
 
the pressure relieved  
all sorts of  
vegetation - perfect unit 
       
 
     



with new     you ask the machines make that clear 
           volume/void 
           signed, the punk WHAT 
EXPLOSION 
           taken 
) and already ruined things 
"you can sometimes make a soup" 
"make a soup of it" 
 
 . . .  
 
    
 
   look down thus yonder string 
  computer and tell me not  that peradventure  
 
these same holes, 
onces given so lightly, to think on later, earthen, 
nothing hinted at 
my own destiny but that this be object tyranny 
in the code      over yonder wework given donuts to enhance the 
possiblity of return, "since you're gone" playing these strings look not 
 
and that is how you get it back, how the pollution turns: water never dies a million times 
is not given to titles, does not ever recede  
to be clear 
but it is the donuts of sex looking back     To Only To 
no matter how you put it: 
 
it should have been abject tyranny say not thinking remove all 
that reaches, boys 
 
comes undone @    proposed nature eliminated flowers etc the bark of trees 
whatever 
         fills your photographs, dark 
the lucky look      
tricks,           why not be given to cities again the same 
reason 
        you never use question marks in text so as  
         to not be impolite and have some 
sense 
 
                     in a titan'd 
 
 . . .  
 
 
emnity 
 
I was looking to laze about  - you take from here to there  
most basic meaning that you are a 
 



it tells itself I often tell my self :: these are the breaks 
I saw your correction of me in the paper 
I do not let inhibiting factors  
 
always out for more, where don't you go drinking 
 
that which hangs when it does not listen to itself 
 
 . . .  
 

 
"corporation games" 

 
it is lucky to take away the music 
all permutations they a deletion 

chance shall not spite the indicative 
thanksgiving belongs to all law 

the chance of a chance of a sailor 
eating crooked meat and telling 

the most ludicrous stories 
when adventure is whole tire 

 
             
  


